Nurturing
Nature

TUCKED AWAY IN A VALLEY AT THE
FOOTHILLS OF THE APPALACHIAN
MOUNTAINS, THIS CHARMING
ALABAMA HOME USES NATURAL
ELEMENTS TO EVOKE SYLVAN
SPLENDOR AND SOUTHERN STYLE.

TEXT JON DAVID CONOLLEY | PHOTOGRAPHY JEAN ALLSOPP
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n the pastoral community of Shoal Creek, an idyllic town
along the banks of one of Alabama’s finest shoals, this pristine home serves as a place of tranquility. What began as a
carte blanche has morphed into a sophisticated balance of
quiet femininity and unpretentious strength. The warm
ivory walls of the home’s interior float effortlessly along the
vistas of the residence, and the home’s earthy tones pay homage to
the private, serene landscape of the property. The soft and simple
curves of the interior are juxtaposed in a stark contrast to the
stately exterior with its hard lines and European-inspired parapets.
When Jeff Dungan of Dungan & Nequette Architects designed
this home, his goal was to create a timeless elegance that matched the
homeowners’ personalities. “With all of the heavier architectural features outside, we wanted to balance that with a light airiness,” Dungan says. “So when we started in the living room, we designed the
entire space to be transparent.” Working alongside Dungan was a
duo from Richard Tubb Interiors, Gary Olivieri and Richard Tubb.
Olivieri adds, “The living room is a very large space, so everything
needed to be comfortable.” Tubb anchored the room by centering
four antique mirrors above one of several seating arrangements. He
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“KITCHENS IN THE SOUTH ARE TOO
OFTEN OVERPOWERED BY CABINETRY, SO
WE CREATED A TRUE BUTLER’S PANTRY
TO ELIMINATE THE EXCESS.”

Facing page: The sealskin
color of the study is a subtle
shift in hue from the rest of the
home. French doors open off
both the living room and
study into the grotto, leading
directly to an infinity pool.”
Above: The imperial zinc
hood, designed by Darren
Hardman, and a sleek
stainless steel backsplash
lend a touch of modernism
to this often-used space.
Left: Tubb and Olivieri, who
admit that a banquette can
be a tricky feature, designed
the seating with angled
backs for comfort and used a
high-gloss finish so guests can
slide in and out with ease.

– JEFF DUNGAN
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In small spaces, Olivieri advises to always
“use large mirrors, especially when there’s
a great view,” while Tubb promotes the
convenience of an ottoman. “It can be
used both for propping your feet as well
as housing a tray for serving wine.”

also chose dark iron chandeliers to add a raw, unadulterated strength
to the room. Dungan praised Tubb and Olivieri’s design, saying they
complemented his vision effortlessly.
All of the home’s artwork is original and designed by some of the
South’s finest artists—a Ben Carlisle landscape acrylic gives tribute
to a picturesque Alabama; a piece from famed potter Alexander
Walker provides a soft welcome at the entry; and even Cal Breed’s
Chihuly-inspired glass was made specifically for the homeowners.
Tubb adds that he and Olivieri “didn’t want any of the rooms to
appear too busy. The feel of each room needed to entice the senses
but still feel personal to the homeowners. That’s why we believe in
finding signature pieces and unique artwork.”
Perhaps the home’s most stunning custom-made features are the
leaded-glass windows. “Each pane frames the scene of the outdoors,”
Tubb says. And the scene is superb. Bathing in the luminous beauty
of surrounding countryside, one can almost hear the sounds of the
lapping creek water as it meanders past the peaceful property.
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